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Introduction 
 
This is a reference architecture for an API and microservice platform.  It aims to introduce the key logical components of 
such a platform and provide a high-level understanding of their responsibilities.  It does not attempt to describe what 
technology to use to implement such a platform. 
 
This reference architecture was conceived by Middleware New Zealand and used as a reference architecture for various 
projects.  This specific description of the architecture is a distillation of the key concepts from that initial conception, 
blended with learnings from various projects. 
 
In terms of implementation, the major cloud platforms (AWS, Azure and GCP) all have various native services and 
components that will implement the logical components described here, however, there is also a vast and ever-changing 
range of alternatives for many as well, either commercial offerings or open source.  Implementers are advised to 
carefully choose technology by balancing relevant factors including: 
 

1. What is best of breed. 

2. What the platform(s) you use provide natively. 

3. Your organisations current standards & investments and strategic direction. 

4. The components level of complexity relative to your organisation’s ability. 

5. Areas that are highly synergetic, which suggest natural product combinations, i.e. those with proven 
interoperability and which enjoy strong industry support. 
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Overview 
 
Shows the API and Microservice platform in context - key system interactions and implementation teams. 
 

 
Overview 

 
Shows the API and Microservice platform in context - key system interactions and implementation teams.  
 
API and Microservice Platform 
 
The API & Microservices platform, through which APIs and microservices are developed, tested, deployed and 
supported.  Including: 
 

1. Toolchain - Microservice SDLC; how Microservices are developed, deployed and monitored. 
2. API Presentation & Management - where APIs are hosted, how they are presented to consumers, and how that 

platform is managed.  
3. Microservice Infrastructure – the broad logical area where microservices are exposed, operated and managed. 
4. Microservice Implementation – The microservices themselves. 
5. Microservice Runtime Layer – the logical, container-based layer, where the microservices are hosted.  

Effectively the “data plane” in service mesh speak. 
6. Container Management Layer – operates and manages the microservice containers.  Effectively the “control 

plane” in service mesh speak. 
7. Platform Infrastructure – the underlying infrastructure on which the platform operates. 

 
 
API & Microservice Developers 
 
Teams that design, implement, deploy and support APIs and microservices.  
 
API Consumer Application Developers 
 
Teams that develop and support any system that consumes APIs provided by the platform.  
 
Platform Product Team 
 
The team (ideally an enduring product team) that designs, implements and supports the API & microservice 
platform. 
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This team probably won't be responsible for delivering APIs and microservices that operate on the platform, but 
they should advocate platform use, relevant best practice, provide documentation and so forth.  
 
API Consumer Applications 
 
Any application or system that consumes API’s hosted by the platform. These can include internal applications 
made by your organisation as well as external third-party systems and applications.  
 
Back Office Systems 
 
Systems that are exposed by, or interface with, microservices directly. E.g. a legacy system which has a layer of 
microservices in-front of it.  
 

 
The distinction between the platform / platform team, and API & microservices and API & microservices teams. 

 
 

Platform Deployment 
 
Ideally, and in environments where sufficient maturity exists, the platforms deployment will be entirely 
automated.  There are two levels to this: 
 
 APIs and microservices are developed by their various teams using the toolchain.  The toolchain should 

ideally include CI/CD pipelines that enable APIs and microservices to be deployed to any instance of the 
platform.  See: Toolchain > CI/CD pipelines. 
 

 Instances of the entire platform can likewise be built and spun-up as needed – from the platform 
infrastructure up, using an infrastructure-as-code approach.  This might not include the toolchain, but can.  
See: Platform Infrastructure > Platform Automation. 
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API and Microservice Platform: High Level Components 
 
Describes the platform's high-level layers / logical component groupings. 
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API and Microservice Platform: Logical View 
 
Describes the platform's logical components. 
 

 
Logical View 

 
This logical view illustrates the main logical components that make-up the API & microservice platform.  
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Logical View (Notes) 

 
This logical view illustrates the main logical components that make-up the API & microservice platform - including a brief 
description of each components purpose / area of responsibility.  
 

  

Platform Infrastructure

notes
The underlying infrastructure on which the rest of the platform operates.

API Presentation & Management

notes
Where Microservices are hosted, how they are presented to consumers, and how that platform is managed.
Modern API solutions also provide capabilities such as developer portals, quota management, authentication and authorisation - including JWT token
generation, protocol translation, logging and monitoring.

Microservice Infrastructure

notes
Provides two key types of capability:
- Runtime - provides container / pod level networking, and keeps the containers operating.
- Abstracted services for Microservice reuse, so as to avoid needless re-implementation.  In a Service Mesh architecture these would be typically be
implemented using some form of Sidecar pattern.

Container Management Layer

notes
Provides the capabilities typically associated with the "Control Plane" aspect of Service Mesh architectures: core container management such as
container deployment, policy & configuration deployment and enforcement, and additionally provides:
- Container level networking and service discovery.
- Access to abstracted services (hosted on the container platform) such as logging, authentication and so on.

Microservice Runtime Layer

notes
Where Microservices run.

Toolchain

notes
Microservice SDLC; how Microservices are developed, deployed and
monitored.

Microservice 
Implementation

notes
The actual microservices,
implemented in any given
application runtime and
data storage system, all
running inside a container.

API 
Implementation

notes
Typically exists as
configuration on
the API Gateway
(s), deployed via
the CI/CD
pipelines.

Platform 
Automation

notes
Deployment of
infrastructure,
specifically including
components of the
Microservice
Infrastructure.

Platform Backup

notes
Platform level backup
and recover.

Platform 
Configuration 
Management

notes
Management and
deployment of
configuration; works
in conjunction with
the Platform
Automation.

Platform 
Networking

notes
Virtual networking
and automated
discovery; ensures
containers are
discoverable and can
communicate with
each other.

Platform 
Observability

notes
Platform monitoring
with rules based
alerting.

Platform 
Operating System

Platform Storage

notes
Distributed storage
for the platform.

Container Repository

notes
Holds all container images ready for deployment.  Use of
such a repository allows different versions of an
application (in separate containers) to be held and
deployed as necessary.

Container 
Orchestration

notes
Automates the
deployment,
management, scaling,
networking, and
availability of containers
for container-based
applications.

Container Scanning

notes
Provides automated security vulnerability scanning of
containers.  This includes containers created by
developers using the CI/CD pipelines, and containers
acquired by key system components / open source
components through auto-update.

CI/CD Pipelines

notes
Pipelines that handle the build, testing and deployment
of APIs, Microservices.

Developer Portal

notes
Provides the developers of
applications/systems (that
are API consumers) with self-
service access to APIs,
including on-boarding, API
directory, provisioning, and
access to other resources.

Scaffold Generation

notes
Design-time tooling to automate the creation of new
application structures.  Scaffolding can also be used to
help bring consistency with standards and norms used by
the wider development team.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scaffold_(programming)

Secrets Storage

notes
Holds sensitive material such as passwords, credentials,
certificates.

Source Control

notes
Repository for application code, documentation and
related artifacts.
For a glossary of common version control terms can be
found: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Version_control

Service Discovery & 
Networking

notes
Provides container level
networking and related
capabilities including:
- Service Discovery -
enabling containers (i.e.
microservice containers)
to discover and
communicate with each
other
- Traffic Management -
controlling the flow of
data based on rules.
- Load Balancing -
controlling the flow of
consumer requests based
on system capacity and
utilisation.

Observability

notes
Dashboards, reporting and monitoring; visualisation of
log data, metrics and so on.

Observability

Observability

notes
Dashboards, reporting
and monitoring;
visualisation of log data,
metrics and so on.

API Gateway

notes
Exposes API endpoints to
clients and mediates the
traffic between them, i.e.
authentication, rate
limiting and so on.

API Management

notes
Provides management
capabilities across the
API gateways and the
APIs they host.

Authentication & 
Authorization

Configuration & Policy 
Management

notes
Pushes configuration out
to pods and containers;
notifies the data plane /
container runtime to alter
scaling.

Encryption

Traffic Management & 
Load Balancing

notes
Controlling the flow of
data based on rules, at the
container level.

Container Runtime

notes
A virtual execution
environment for
applications /
Microservices.

Application Runtime & 
Implementation

notes
Provides the programmatic
runtime for application
specific code / logic.
Technically can be
anything as long as it is
compatible with the
Container runtime.

Structured Data 
Storage

notes
Provides structured data
storage for microservices,
including relational and
NoSQL.
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Toolchain 
 
The tools through which teams develop, deploy and support their APIs and microservices. 
 
CI/CD Pipelines 
 
Pipelines that handle the build, testing and deployment of APIs and microservices.  
 
Container Repository 
 
Holds all container images ready for deployment. Use of such a repository allows different versions of an 
application (in separate containers) to be held and deployed as necessary.  
 
Container Scanning 
 
Provides automated security vulnerability scanning of containers. This includes containers created by 
developers using the CI/CD pipelines, and containers acquired by key system components / open-source 
components through auto-update.  
 
Observability 
 
Dashboards, reporting and monitoring; visualisation of log data, metrics and so on.  
 
Scaffold Generation 
 
Design-time tooling to automate the creation of new application structures. Scaffolding can also be used to help 
bring consistency with standards and norms used by the wider development team. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scaffold_(programming)  
 
Secrets Storage 
 
Holds sensitive material such as passwords, credentials, certificates.  
 
Source Control 
 
Repository for application code, documentation and related artifacts. 
For a glossary of common version control terms can be found: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Version_control   
 

API Presentation & Management 
 
Where APIs are hosted, how they are presented to consumers, and how that platform is managed.  
Modern API solutions also provide capabilities such as developer portals, quota management, authentication 
and authorisation - including JWT token generation, protocol translation, logging and monitoring. 
 
API Implementation 
 
Typically exists as configuration on the API Gateway(s), deployed via the CI/CD pipelines.  
 
API Gateway 
 
Exposes API endpoints to clients and mediates the traffic between them, i.e. authentication, rate limiting and so 
on.  
 
API Management 
 
Provides management capabilities across the API gateways and the APIs they host.  
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Developer Portal 
 
Provides the developers of applications/systems (that are API consumers) with self-service access to APIs, 
including on-boarding, API directory, provisioning, and access to other resources.  
 
Observability 
 
Dashboards, reporting and monitoring; visualisation of log data, metrics and so on.   
 

Microservice Infrastructure 
 
Provides two key types of capability: 
 Runtime - provides container / pod level networking, and keeps the containers operating. 
 Abstracted services for Microservice reuse, so as to avoid needless re-implementation. In a Service Mesh 

architecture these would typically be implemented using some form of Sidecar pattern. 
 

Container Management Layer 
 
Provides the capabilities typically associated with the "Control Plane" aspect of Service Mesh architectures: core 
container management such as container deployment, policy & configuration deployment and enforcement, 
and additionally provides:  
 Container level networking and service discovery. 
 Access to abstracted services (hosted on the container platform) such as logging, authentication and so on. 
 
A note on Authentication & Authorization, Encryption and Observability 
 
Common functionality such as authentication, observability (logging, alerting, etc) and any other functionality 
that is not microservice specific should ideally be abstracted away into a reusable component.  Service meshes 
accomplish this using sidecars, but many other approaches also exist.  The specifics on exactly how this is done 
is not so important, provided the approach used is fit for purpose. 
 
Authentication & authorization, encryption and observability are called out here as they are the most common. 
 
In this layer, observability is more about information capture, e.g. logging agents, rather than visualisation and 
reporting. 
 
 
Authentication & Authorization 
 
 Self-explanatory. 
 
Configuration & Policy Management 
 
Pushes configuration out to pods and containers; notifies the data plane / container runtime to alter scaling.  
 
Container Orchestration 
 
Automates the deployment, management, scaling, networking, and availability of containers for container-
based applications.  
 
Encryption 
 
 Self-explanatory. 
 
Observability 
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 Self-explanatory. 
 
Service Discovery & Networking 
 
Provides container level networking and related capabilities including: 
 Service Discovery - enabling containers (i.e. microservice containers) to discover and communicate with 

each other 
 Traffic Management - controlling the flow of data based on rules. 
 Load Balancing - controlling the flow of consumer requests based on system capacity and utilisation.  
 
Traffic Management & Load Balancing 
 
Controlling the flow of data based on rules, at the container level.   
 

Microservice Runtime Layer 
 
Where Microservices run. 
 
 

Microservice Implementation 
 
The actual microservices, implemented in any given application runtime and data storage system, all running 
inside a container.  Note that the nature of the architecture means that individual microservices can be 
implemented using any technology stack you like i.e. different ones – on the assumption that: 
 

1. Your teams have sufficient ability in it, with regards to development and long-term support. 
2. It is compatible with your approach to common functionality within the logical container management 

layer (e.g. sidecars). 
3. It is a comfortable fit within your Toolchain. 

 
Application Runtime & Implementation 
 
Provides the programmatic runtime for application specific code / logic. Technically can be anything as long as it 
is compatible with the Container runtime.  
 
Structured Data Storage 
 
Provides structured data storage for microservices, including relational and NoSQL.   
 
Container Runtime 
 
A virtual execution environment for applications / Microservices.    
 

Platform Infrastructure 
 
The underlying infrastructure on which the rest of the platform operates. 
 
Platform Automation 
 
Deployment of infrastructure, specifically including components of the Microservice Infrastructure.  
 
Platform Backup 
 
Platform level backup and recover.  
 
Platform Configuration Management 
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Management and deployment of configuration; works in conjunction with the Platform Automation.  
 
Platform Networking 
 
Virtual networking and automated discovery; ensures containers are discoverable and can communicate with 
each other.  
 
Platform Observability 
 
Platform monitoring with rules-based alerting.  
 
Platform Operating System 
 
 Self-explanatory. 
 
Platform Storage 
 
Distributed storage for the platform.        
 
 
 


